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FPIP: Bringing in foreign
investments and creating jobs

A better Philippines by spurring industry development and job creation—this is the vision the 450-hectare First Philippine Industrial Park Inc. (FPIP) in Sto. Tomas, Batangas
continues to pursue as it marks its 16th year in 2013.
Turn to page 6
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Biz News

The Alvendia

Continuing the Rockwell
promise of quality living
ANC and Yahoo! Philippines cement their partnership with a balloon release led by ABS-CBN Integrated News and
Current Affairs head Ging Reyes (front row, left) and Yahoo!’s Kate delos Reyes

ANC, Yahoo! Philippines ink
news content partnership

THE ABS-CBN News Channel (ANC) and Yahoo! Philippines have joined forces to provide premium news content to
online users in the region and
to Filipinos across the world.
The partnership enables
Yahoo! Philippines, which has
a daily average user base of 2.1
million, to build a strong presence on TV. The move makes
ANC its top content partner,
providing its network with the
latest news and information

culled directly from the live onair feed of the news channel.
Similarly, ANC will have its
own section on Yahoo! Philippines News. It will serve as the
digital hub of the news channel
where users can find online
articles, photos and video clips
of news reports, features and
interviews aired on ANC.
ANC chief operating officer Cilette Liboro-Co said:
“The partnership will cement
ANC’s position as the most

trusted and reliable news
source in the country not only
on television but also online.
With Yahoo! Philippines as
our digital hub, we will be
able to bring ANC’s expertise
in news delivery and analysis
with context to a wider audience.”
Marking the launch of
ANC Yahoo! was a joint coverage of Pres. Benigno Aquino
III’s State of the Nation Address on July 22.

API wins big at Asian
Publishing awards
ABS-CBN Publishing Inc.
(API) received five Asian Publishing awards in rites held at
the Mandarin Oriental Hotel in
Manila on July 12.
API won Best Feature on
Cars and Best Feature on Wine
Tasting, both for Vault; Best
Feature on Interior Design for
Metro Home; and Best Feature
on Asian Fashion for Metro. In

the book category, Juan Ponce
Enrile: A Memoir was awarded
for Best Insights into Asian Societies.
“We are proud of this
achievement, knowing that
our locally developed magazines can compete and win
against many franchised global
brands. I thank God and the
great people I worked with for

excelling in their respective
categories. I also want to thank
the Asian Publishing Conference Committee for the recognition that they’ve given us,”
said Ernie Lopez, president of
API.
API joined winners from
eight countries, which included
three others from the Philippines. (Cherry Pineda)

ROCKWELL Land Corporation introduces another
exclusive community in The
Alvendia, an enclave of 28
low-rise residences on a 4,000sq. m. property in San Juan.
“The Alvendia will be another unique Rockwell community,” said Valerie Soliven,
Rockwell Land Corporation’s
senior vice president for Sales
and Marketing. “With many of
our clients expressing their satisfaction with 205 Santolan by
Rockwell, we look forward to
creating another neighborhood
where families can experience
the prestigious lifestyle in
which Rockwell prides itself.”
The Alvendia by Rockwell
features three-story units.
With 300 square meters and
three bedrooms, children of
every age and the heads of the
family will surely find a space to
call their own in each home.
The second low-rise development to bear the Rockwell
name, The Alvendia will pro-

vide discerning homeowners
with the Rockwell lifestyle.
The community will feature a
swimming pool and an exclusive
multipurpose area. To maintain
the standard of quality in these
residences, The Alvendia will be
in the hands of Rockwell Property Management Corporation,
ensuring that amenities and
common areas are well-kept.
Rockwell also provides
families residing in The Alvendia with safety, with premises
equipped with a CCTV system

monitored by trained security
personnel, and accessible only
through an exclusive gated
entrance. Like every Rockwell
development, The Alvendia is
well-prepared for unfriendly
weather, with 100% standby
emergency power in its common areas and facilities.
Homeowners can begin
moving in by 2014.
For more info, call 7930088 or visit the sales lounge
at the South Court of Power
Plant Mall. (Nicole Reyes)

53 Benitez by Primaries: Big
dreams in a mid-rise condo
PRIMARIES, the newest
subsidiary of Rockwell Land,
is expected to deliver on its
promise of “Where Dreams
Take Flight”—and more—
with its mid-rise residential
development, 53 Benitez.
With two- and three-bedroom units in two seven-story
towers, 53 Benitez creates a suburban community environment
in the center of the city. The two
residential structures incorporate vertical and horizontal pas-

sive cooling technology to allow
for hallways and surrounding
areas to be spacious and airy.
53 Benitez is dotted with
pocket gardens and natural
greenery to enhance the relaxing atmosphere. Within the
compound are pools and a
playground, a fitness center, a
private function room available
exclusively to homeowners,
and convenience retail stores.
The compound is accessible only to homeowners and

authorized persons, while
roving security and CCTV
cameras monitor the grounds.
Automatic fire alarms and
fire protection systems are
installed and maintained, and
emergency power for each unit
is also provided.
The model unit is available for viewing on-site at 53
Benitez, P. Tuazon cor. C.
Benitez Avenues, Quezon City.
For more info, call 828-9888 or
visit www.primaries.com.ph.

EDC earmarks $66M for LatAm projects

API president Ernie Lopez (3rd from left) with Katrina Angco, Ani Hila, Mark
Yambot, Iñigo Roces and Francis Buen

ENERGY
Development
Corporation (EDC) is infusing about $66.3 million into
geothermal projects in Chile
and Peru after entering into
shareholders’ agreements with
Alterra Power Corporation in
June.
In a disclosure, EDC said
the four shareholders’ agreements and other related project agreements took effect on
June 17 and will implement its
existing joint-venture agreement with Canada-based

Alterra and its relevant subsidiaries.
The project agreements
covered the exploration and
development of the Mariposa
geothermal power project in
Chile as well as Tutupaca
Norte, Loriscota and Cru in
Peru.
The disclosure stated that
“the terms of the project agreements call for EDC to fund
the next $58.3 million (estimated) in project expenditures
in the Mariposa project and $8

million (estimated) in project
expenditures for all Peruvian
projects to top up Alterra’s past
development costs.”
For the Mariposa project,
the agreement provides a work
plan that will further develop
the geothermal asset by building infrastructure in the next
18 months; the agreements for
the Peruvian projects provide
an implementation of a work
plan that will involve exploration surveys over the next 12 to
15 months.

EDC’s continued participation however hinges on the
results of resource assessments
of each of the projects in accordance with the terms of the
project agreements, the disclosure stated.
Additionally, EDC is planning to undertake preliminary
survey works in its three geothermal exploration concession
areas—Newen, San Rafael and
Batea—on top of its four pending applications for geothermal
concessions in Chile.
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Dispatch from Japan

PH, Japan hold vice-ministerial
strategic dialogue

Amb. Manuel M. Lopez (3rd from right), Usec. Evan Garcia and Asec. Maria Theresa Lazaro (2nd and 1st from
right) exchange views with MOFA Deputy Minister Shinsuke Sugiyama (leftmost)

THE Philippines and Japan
concluded the 2nd Philippines-Japan Vice-Ministerial
Strategic Dialogue (VMSD)
on July 16, 2013 in Tokyo,
discussing a wide range of
bilateral, regional and international issues.
Joining
Ambassador
Manuel M. Lopez in the
Philippine delegation were
Undersecretary for Policy
Evan Garcia, Assistant Secretary for Asia and Pacific
Affairs Ma. Theresa Lazaro
and other Department of
Foreign Affairs officials.
The Japanese side was
led by Deputy Minister for
Foreign Affairs Shinsuke

Sugiyama. He was accompanied by Deputy Director
General Kenji Kanasugi, Director Toshio Yamamoto of
the Southeast and Southwest
Asian Affairs Department
and other Ministry of Foreign Affairs officials.
Both sides talked about
the bilateral relations on the
political and economic fronts
and the people-to-people
exchanges and sought various ways to enhance them.
They also discussed issues of
common concern, including
disaster risk reduction and
mitigation, maritime safety,
and continuing cooperation
in fora such as the Associa-

tion of Southeast Asian Nations, Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation and the United
Nations, among other issues.
They also took up developments in the West Philippine
Sea/South China Sea.
Japan is the Philippines’
largest trading partner and
source of development assistance. It is also one of its largest sources of investment. The
VMSD was convened after
the leaders of both countries
decided in 2011 to elevate the
bilateral relationship to a strategic partnership. Japan is one
of only two strategic partners of
the Philippines. (Excerpted from
http://tokyo.philembassy.net)

SKYZone brings extraordinary home
entertainment experience to mall-goers

THE SKYZone nationwide
mall blitz showcased the panoramic and lifelike picture
quality of SKYcable HD with
high-speed broadband internet
connection from SKYbroadband in SM City Cebu and SM
City Ecoland Davao, and Eastwood Manila, respectively.
Mall-goers
experienced
watching Fox Movies Premium
HD, Star Movies, Fox Channel
HD, Star World HD, Fox Crime
HD, Nat Geo HD, Nat Geo
Wild HD, Nat Geo Adventure
HD, FX, Channel V and Channel M HD. Attendees were
likewise delighted to experience
SKYcable’s 30 full-HD channels
firsthand, which can be enjoyed
at home via the Dual Def Plans
that start at P499 per month.
Destiny Cable, for its part,
brought its new digital cable
service with 88 clear digital
channels to SKYZone.
SKYbroadband showcased
the country’s fastest residen-

tial internet connection to the
Metro Manila leg of the mall
blitz. With its ultra high-speed
200-Mbps internet connection, mall-goers were able to
stream HD YouTube videos at
1080p, tweet, post snapshots
on Facebook and play online
games simultaneously without
any buffer.
Also showcased at the
exhibit was SKYbroadband’s
10Mbps consumable plan
which automatically becomes
unlimited at 1.5Mbps after the

15GB allowance runs out. Visitors caught up on their favorite
ABS-CBN and foreign shows
through iWantv!, which is
constantly accessible when you
are subscribed to SKYcable or
SKYbroadband.
Experience the innovative
plans and services showcased at
SKYZone! For more info, log
on to www.mysky.com.ph or
call SKYcable’s customer service hotlines at 381-0000 for
Metro Manila, 345-2278 for
Cebu and 305-5456 for Davao.



EDC 1H recurring
net income at P4.2B
ENERGY Development Corporation’s recurring net income
attributable to equity holders of
the parent increased to P4.2 billion for 1H 2013, up 8% from
the P3.9B recorded for the same
period in 2012. The increase
was mainly driven by the performance of EDC subsidiary
Green Core Geothermal Inc.
(GCGI), owner and operator of
the 112.5MW Tongonan and
192.5MW Palinpinon Geothermal Power Plants.

Reported net income, after
reflecting a P0.8B forex loss,
was down 33% to P3.8B, from
the P5.7B reported in the same
period in 2012.
“The investments to modernize and rehabilitate our
acquisitions are paying off,”
EDC president and COO
Richard Tantoco said. “Despite the substantial reduction in the revenues of our
hydro investment, GCGI’s
robust financial and operat-

ing results brought EDC’s
margins in line with our expectations.”
For the first half of 2013,
EDC’s revenues dipped by 5%
to P13.4B from the P14.1B
generated the previous year.
Increased competition for
the ancillary services market
resulted in the lower revenue
contribution from FG Hydro,
which was partially offset by
the higher contracted revenues
by GCGI.

First Gen declares dividends
THE board of directors of
First Gen Corporation has approved the declaration of cash
dividends on its issued and
outstanding common shares at
P0.50 per share.
In line with this, the
company will distribute
cash dividends amounting
P1.68 billion on August 19.
Owners of First Gen com-

mon shares on record date of
July 25, 2013, with the exdividend date on July 22, are
entitled to receive the cash
dividends.
According to First Gen
head of Investor Relations Valerie Dy Sun, the total number
of outstanding shares as of
June 30, 2013 is about P3.364
billion.

“The total dividends due
based on the number of shares
as of June 30, 2013 is over
P1.68 billion,” she added.
First Gen reported net
income attributable to equity
holders of the parent of $55.8
million for the first quarter of
2013, up 11% from the $50.3M
registered in the same period
in 2012.

Social work continues
association with Lopez name
A survey commissioned by Lopez Group PR showed that the
public continued to associate
the Lopez Group with helping
people and communities.
The Awareness, Attitude and
Image Study updates a 2009
study on how the Lopez name
is perceived by the general public
and special sectors, namely businessmen, government officials
and opinion makers that include
media and the academe.

Respondents across all
sectors highly regarded the
Lopezes for public service or
socio-civic endeavors. Among
the Lopezes’ community and
social development work,
most mentioned were “helping
many/poor/sick/needy”
and
“helping victims of calamities.”
In terms of image, the following were found to be core
strengths of the Lopez name:

SKY cited for
recruitment efforts

The Department of Labor and
Employment (DOLE) recognized SKY
for being the top company among 200
job fair participants that received
the most number of leads during the
DOLE Labor Day job fair held in 16
SM malls. SKY also received a similar
recognition for its participation in
the “Hanapbuhay Para sa mga TESDA
Specialista” job fair at the Quezon
City Hall. Most recently, the company
was commended by DOLE for its
support of the Kalayaan job fair held
at the Quirino Grandstand. Receiving
the plaque from DOLE in behalf of
SKY is recruitment consultant Ariel
Montinola (center).

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

has a long family lineage of
businessmen, Filipino in the
service of the Filipino, committed to community/social
development, makes lives of
Filipinos better, and helps the
poor.
The survey was conducted
from December 2012 to January 2013 in Metro Manila by
TNS under the supervision of
ABS-CBN Research. (Carla
Paras-Sison)
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Now showing!

couch potato treats

‘KimXi’ love team
conquers the big screen

‘Dugong Buhay’
extended

“Dugong Buhay,” starring Ejay Falcon,
has been extended until September
this year. Since its premiere in
April, viewers have been
hooked on the TV remake of Carlo J. Caparas’ novel and cinematic
production of the Kapamilya action-drama
series directed by Toto Natividad. “Viewers
should watch…how extreme fury would consume
Victor and what he would do to destroy his own
family,” shared Ejay. “Dugong Buhay” airs after “My
Little Juan” on ABS-CBN’s Kapamilya Gold.

Excitement overload on
Hero TV!

Hero TV (SkyCable Channel 44) ups the excitement with loads of new titles this August! “Aquarion Evol” airs beginning August 5 at 10pm with replays at 12am, 4am, 10am and 4pm. “Gundam Age”
premieres on August 19 at 9:30pm with replays at
12:30am, 3:30am, 9:30am and 3:30pm. Returning
titles include “Absolutely Lovely Children,” “Broken
Blade,” “Eyeshield 21 Season 2,” “Gargoyle of the Yoshinaga Family,” “Giant Killing,” “Hanasaku Iroha,”
“Major Season 4” and “Gashbell.” For the full schedules, visit www.myheronation.com.

On BALLS this August

Some of
the world’s
best athletes are on
BALLS
(SkyCable
Channel
34) and BALLS HD (SkyCable Channel 167)
this August! In UFC Fight Night on Fox Sports
1, Mauricio Rua goes up against Chael Sonnen on
August 18, 6:30am. On the second installment on
August 29, 11am, Carlos Condit will face Martin
Kampmann. Catch the best male tennis players
in the ATP World Tour 500 until August 5; the
ATP World Tour 1000 from August 6-12; and the
ATP World Tour 1000 Masters from August 1219. From August 26 to September 10, the big guns
battle it out in the US Open! For more info, log on
to www.mysky.com.ph or call 381-0000.

‘The Voice’ dominates
PH TV

“The Voice of the Philippines” continues to be one of
Philippine television’s top-rating weekend programs
that not only reaps high viewership levels weekly
but is also a consistent trending topic worldwide on
Twitter. It debuted with a high national TV rating
of 30.2% in June, based on data from Kantar Media.
It also topped the list of most-watched programs on
its second day of airing and garnered a national TV
rating of 27.7%, beating its rival program. “The Voice
of the Philippines” heats up even more as artists compete in The Battles stage in the coming weeks. It airs
every Saturday and Sunday on ABS-CBN. It is also
seen across other territories via ABS-CBN Global’s
The Filipino Channel.

Kapamilya

Lifestyle
Network
launched
in CA, FL
areas

ABS-CBN International recently
announced
the
launch of Lifestyle
Network on Bright
House Networks.
Lifestyle Network is available to all
The Filipino Channel (TFC) customers of Bright House Networks
on Channel 437 in Bakersfield,
California, and Channel 979 in
Central Florida and Tampa Bay.
The new channel will be dedicated to informing, enriching, empowering and inspiring Filipino
Americans through its programs,
providing them with a wellspring
of smart, practical, innovative
guidance on living well.
With Lifestyle Network, ABSCBN International expands its
content coverage by offering a new
channel which ABS-CBN North
America managing director and
Global Content head Olivia de
Jesus described as “appealing to a
market seeking diverse, fresh, rich
experiences, information and entertainment that help balance their
lives, improve their well-being, fire
up their dreams and fuel their passion.”
Lifestyle Network is available
for no additional charge to Bright
House Networks digital customers
with a subscription to TFC on the
Bakersfield, Central Florida and
Tampa Bay systems. For more info,
visit www.brighthouse.com.

TO continue its 20th anniversary celebration, Star Cinema
returns to movie adaptations
via Kim Chiu and Xian Lim’s
first big-screen team-up, “Bakit
Hindi Ka Crush ng Crush Mo?,”
a “self-help” comedy movie
based on the book by Ramon
Bautista.
Directed by Joyce
Bernal and cowritten by Bautista and
Carmi Raymundo
of “It Takes a Man
and a Woman” fame,
“Bakit Hindi Ka Crush

ng Crush Mo?” is now showing in
cinemas nationwide.
After tackling family issues in
its kickoff anniversary offering
“Four Sisters and a Wedding” and
the connected tales of life, dream
and love in Skylight Films’ “Tuhog,”
Star Cinema and its loyal viewers
will talk about an experience that
everyone can relate to and learn
from—moving on from a heartbreak, but with a funny twist!
Also featured in “Bakit Hindi
Ka Crush ng Crush Mo?” are Kean
Cipriano, Diane Medina, Jojit
Lorenzo, Ryan Boyce, Lilia Cun-

tapay, Tonton Gutierrez and the
author himself, Ramon Bautista!
To date, Star Cinema has produced all the top 10 highest-grossing Filipino movies of all time,
including “It Takes a Man and a
Woman” (2013), “Sisterakas” (2012),
“Praybeyt Benjamin” (2011), “No
Other Woman” (2012) and “The
Mistress” (2012). Kapamilya abroad
are also able to enjoy these films
as they are immediately shown
through The Filipino Channel.
Bakit hindi ka crush ng crush
mo? Find out why in theaters near
you!

Councils
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‘Gabi ng Parangal’ salutes loyal FPH employees
SKY celebrates
‘Destiny Cable Day’
TO
celebrate “Destiny Cable
Day,” SKY’s
Mega Manila-based
employees
came
to
work on July
13 wearing
blue shirts
with “Destiny Cable

now on digital” printed on them.
The employees participated in a Facebook contest
where they photographed themselves holding Destiny
Cable fan signs. The contest was a way to promote to
their social networks the benefits of a digital cable TV
subscription which are now available to Destiny Cable
subscribers.
In SKY’s Tektite, Vergara, San Juan and Reliance offices, they played “Minute to Win It!” as the excitement
for Destiny Cable was shared to them via departmental
drop-in sessions.
A special AVP for Destiny Cable was also premiered,
which the employees watched through their SKY portal.
Meanwhile, the sales agents and SRRs of SKY came in
full force to attend a Destiny Cable sales rally.

Lopez Group chairman emeritus Oscar
M. Lopez and FPH chairman Federico R.
Lopez with SVP Pearl Catahan

EDC president Richard Tantoco, Bobby
Catahan and FPH AVP Mila Fadri

Cory Miguel

Ariel Ong

FPH president Elpidio Ibañez, VP
Bunny Gerochi and Procurement
& Commercial Mgmt. head Ardel
Fadri

Music Icons Marjorie Salanga, Rene Espinosa
and Chelou Monzales

PR Challenge
L-R: ABS-CBN Group chief finance officer Rolando Valdueza, FPJ Productions corporate secretary Joseph Sonora, ABS-CBN
Broadcast head Cory Vidanes, Susan Roces, ABS-CBN president and CEO Charo Santos-Concio, FPJ Productions VP Jeffrey
Sonora and ABS-CBN head of Integrated Acquisitions and Distribution Evelyn Raymundo

ABS-CBN keeps FPJ legacy alive
ABS-CBN has acquired the rights
to Fernando Poe Jr.’s exclusive
movie library, one of the biggest
and most important libraries in
Philippine cinema.
ABS-CBN will showcase the
iconic movies of FPJ, as he was
called, through its free-to-air TV
channels, cable TV channels and
The Filipino Channel (TFC) following a deal with the Poe family.
ABS-CBN president and CEO
Charo Santos-Concio said many

Filipinos love FPJ because for
them, he was not only a hero in fiction, but also in real life as he made
a conscious effort to tell the stories
of ordinary Filipinos in his films.
“ABS-CBN is honored to have
been entrusted with his body of
works that represent FPJ and what
he believed in,” she said. “By showing
his films on our different platforms
on air and online, FPJ’s fans will be
able relive their memories of the beloved icon and the new generation

of Filipinos will get to know more
about the king of Philippine movies.
FPJ’s widow, Susan Roces, said
her family and FPJ Productions
believe that only ABS-CBN can
thoroughly showcase FPJ’s masterpieces as its reach is unmatched.
FPJ, who passed away in 2004,
was posthumously declared a National Artist in 2006.
Watch for FPJ movies soon on
ABS-CBN, Studio 23, Cinema
One, Jeepney TV and TFC!

Carlo, Patrick bounce back with ‘Annaliza’
FORMER child stars Carlo Aquino and Patrick Garcia have successfully bounced back in showbiz,
with fans warmly receiving them in
their roles in ABS-CBN’s primetime family drama “Annaliza.”
After their stints in “Apoy sa Dagat” and “Dugong Buhay,” Patrick
and Carlo went full blast in acting again with their portrayal as
Lazaro and Makoy, respectively, in
“Annaliza,” top billed by Andrea
Brillantes.
Carlo and Patrick proved their
charisma when fans screamed their
lungs out for them at their recent
mall shows for “Annaliza” in Cainta and Batangas. Both actors were

included in the “Hottest Leading Men”
production number
in “ASAP 18.” Carlo
also showcased his
acting prowess in the
“Kamison” episode of
“Maalaala Mo Kaya”
in July.
As Carlo and Patrick blaze their way up, their show
“Annaliza” also continues to captivate viewers. Ever since it hit a
national TV rating of 22.1% on
July 22, “Annaliza” has consistently rated above 20%. From July
22 to July 26, it scored an average
national TV rating of 21.5% com-

pared to its rival, “Binoy Henyo,”
with only 11.9% in the same period, based on data from Kantar
Media.
Don’t miss Carlo, Patrick and
the rest of the cast of “Annaliza,”
weeknights before “TV Patrol” on
ABS-CBN’s Primetime Bida!



FIRST Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPH) honored 11
service awardees and three retirees during the FPH Gabi ng Parangal held at the EDSA Shangri-La Hotel on June 29, 2013.
Honored for five years in service were vice president Ariel
Ong and Comptrollership supervisor Jason Jimenez. Ten-year
service awardees were Igor Simon Korionoff of IBSI, Maribel
Rubia of Asian Eye Institute and
Fergie Santiago of the Treasury
Department.
Spending 15 years in FPH
and counting, Arlene Sabella of
the Administration Department
and Asian Eye general manager
Alwin Sta. Rosa indeed continue
to serve the company well.
Abegail
Cabrera
and Mercedita Rosaldo of the Finance and
Treasury Department,
and Ria Silvino of the
Legal
Department
were awarded for their
20 fruitful years of service.

Cory Miguel, the ever-reliable secretary of FPH president Elpidio L. Ibañez, was
awarded for serving the company for 30 years. This year’s
Gabi ng Parangal also acknowledged Miguel’s retirement as a
regular employee.
Lastly, two of the kindest
employees of FPH, Nicolas
Cruz of the Human Resources
Group, retired after more than
30 years of service, while the
Comptrollership Group’s senior
vice president Pearl Catahan
brought tears to the employees’
eyes as she delivered her parting speech.
The Orchestra of the Filipino
Youth performed for the employees. Closing the event with
a blast were three of the FPH
Music Icons: Marjorie Salanga
of IBSI, Rene Espinosa of First
Philec Solar Corporation and
Chelou Monzales of Rockwell.
The event was hosted by the Legal Group’s Atty. Lianne Bacorro
and Atty. Esmer Amistad. (Ayesha Marie Volpane)

Better communication measurement Our Very Own
Malou Santos receives CEO Excel Award
drives better performance By Bong Osorio
Excer pted
from
the
Philippine
Star’s “Commonness,”
named Best
Business
Column in
the
34th
Catholic Mass Media Awards
ENGAGING a company’s
employees—earning
their
trust, enabling their best work
and inspiring their loyalty—is
now a business imperative. This
is the major conclusion derived
from the 2013 ROI Communication Benchmark quantitative
survey among senior leaders
responsible for employee communication at 697 companies
on the Fortune 500 and Global
500 lists.
The study, which was shared
in a paper in this year’s International Association of Business Communicators (IABC)
world conference in New York,
explored performance in three
areas: communication infrastructure, open communication
culture and leader and manager
communication.
An open communication
culture is defined as a working environment in which employees feel safe and confident
about being open and honest,

are encouraged to contribute
ideas at every level in the organization, and receive the information they need to excel at
their jobs.
“Nearly one in three companies surveyed reported lacking
an environment of open communication, and nearly one in
four lacked an environment
of trust. Significantly, only
36% of companies agreed that
employees feel they can share
their opinions honestly. This is
a problem because open communication and trust and engagement are integrally related,
and a fear of speaking freely
undermines both. Ultimately,
this damages business performance,” the report revealed.

Room to improve

On the aspect of leader and
manager communication, only
33% of companies reported
that their managers regularly
ask employees for their ideas
and opinions, and approximately 44% did not feel their
company has multiple channels for employees to provide
feedback to managers and
leaders.
It’s in this area that the
survey exposed significant opportunities for improvement.
While managers have a critical role to play in day-to-day

employee communication and
engagement, many managers
lack awareness of that critical
responsibility and receive little
training for it.
Since companies rely on
managers as key communicators, and employees prefer and
rely on managers for information and feedback, these results suggested that companies
should clarify managers’ communication roles and responsibilities, provide them with
communication training, and
establish metrics and measure
their impact as communicators.

Communication is
critical

According to the study, few
companies regularly measure
the communication factors
that ROI Communication
identified as predictors of
higher earnings per share, including trust and engagement
or the degree to which they
achieve an open communication culture.
To reap the financial benefits of deeper employee trust
and engagement, companies
should measure that engagement over time to identify the
source of credibility gaps, and
ways to facilitate an open communication culture.

STAR Cinema managing
director Malou Santos was
awarded for her outstanding
communications mastery and
brilliance in the 2013 Communication Excellence in
Organizations (CEO Excel)
Awards given by the International Association of Business Communicators (IABC)
Philippines.
Santos was recognized by
the award-giving body for
her strategic and effective
use of communication in
the mission of ABS-CBN’s
movie arm to share stories
of inspiration and hope to all
Filipinos.
“Communication is the
heart and soul of our work,”
said Santos. “Through songs,
movies, shows and radio programs, we are able to tell to
the whole world the touching
and uplifting stories of every
Filipino.”
Under her leadership,
ABS-CBN’s movie arm became known as the no.1 film
studio in the country. Santos
also introduced the “maindie” (mainstream-indie) cinema brand Skylight Films.
As ABS-CBN’s senior vice
president for TV Drama, she
is the main person behind the

Star Cinema managing director Malou Santos (3rd from left) receives
the CEO Excel Award from IABC Philippines’ Carmencita Arce, Elpi
Cuna and Ritzi Ronquillo

success of “Maalaala Mo Kaya”
and other primetime dramas.
IABC Philippines also
awarded ABS-CBN’s head of
Digital Media Donald Lim
with a CEO Excel Award for
his leadership as the founding
president of the Internet and

Mobile Marketing Association of the Philippines.
The CEO Excel Awards recognizes top-level business leaders in the country who masterfully and effectively champion
the use of excellent communication as a business strategy.

August 16: Deadline for entries for the Philippine
Quill Awards 2013. Fee: P9,000 (IABC members);
P10,000 (nonmembers). For more info, call IABC
Philippines, 756-0441
August 31: End of early registration for the 20th National
PR Congress. Early registration fee: P8,000 (PRSP members); P9,000 (non-PRSP members). Email publicrelations.
prsp@yahoo.com
September 27-28: 20th National PR Congress, Boracay.
Regular registration fee: P10,000
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By Carla Paras-Sison

Of opportunity and transformation
L-R: FPIP’s main gate; A waste water treatment plant; A dao tree at the
Lot 5 Eco Park; and new locator Sonion’s building façade

FPIP...

from page 1

With an estimated 45,000
people passing through its gates
by next year—bigger than the
population of some US towns—

Alexander Roque

SVP-Park Management and
Development /GM-FPIP Utilities Inc.
Roque served as FPIP’s vice
president of Park Management and Development before
being promoted to his current
position in 2011. From 1984
to 1996, he had stints with
Amkor-Anam Pilipinas as
facilities engineering manager,
Automated MicroElectronicas Inc. as facilities manager,
Integrated MicroElectronics
Inc. as industrial engineer and
Semi-Conductor
Devices
Phils. Inc. as
production
s u p e r v i s o r.
His first as-

1996

Agreement to enter into a joint
venture between First Philippine Holdings Corporation
and Sumitomo Corporation
of Japan is signed
FPIP president Renato S.
Diaz succumbs to a heart attack while playing tennis

1997

Hector Y. Dimacali is assigned as president and general manager
Groundbreaking
ceremony is held on April 16

1998

SB Flex becomes the first
locator, while Fujitsu Philippines is the biggest locator
with 20 hectares

2000

FPIP Property Developers

FPIP president Ferdinand Edwin S. CoSeteng paints a picture
of a thriving community where
locators and their employees can
happily work, play or even live.
Beyond just selling to them
a piece of land, or showing

to them a ready-built factory,
presenting locators with a “full
menu of services” up front is very
important, CoSeteng stresses.
“You have to give them the best
industrial experience they’ve
ever had in their lives. If a new

locator comes in and asks to talk
to the current locators and the
latter say, ‘I’m in heaven. We operate multiple factories and sites
worldwide and this is the best
place we’ve ever been’—those
are the comments we hope our

customers will say.”

signment at First Philippine
Holdings Corporation (FPH)
was as project manager of First
Sumiden Circuits from 1996
to 1998, after which he was
in charge of the fit-out works
of the first two floors of Asian
Eye Institute. Roque, concurrently an AVP at FPH, graduated from Mapua Institute of

Technology with a degree in
mechanical engineering.

experience includes research and
program design, management
and delivery at the Asian Institute of Management (AIM) and
corporate planning and sales
at a telco. Aside from heading FPIP’s business excellence
program, Lizardo is responsible
for administration, information
technology and human resource
management as well as for
identifying and developing new
businesses. Recently, he helped
establish the 40-room SanTomas Suites in FPIP. Lizardo
graduated from the University
of the Philippines (UP) with a
degree in economics and earned
his master’s degree in business
management at AIM.

management team of FPIP and
its three subsidiaries, Montinola
is responsible for maximizing
the companies’ margins and
profitability while managing
the risks. He also handles financial planning, analysis of data
and record-keeping as well as
financial reporting. Montinola
holds a degree in business administration and accountancy
from UP.

Shigeo Fukuda

SVP-International Sales and
Marketing
Fukuda joined the Overseas
Industrial Park Department
of Sumitomo Corporation
in 1997 and was assigned to
FPIP in 2012. He is a graduate of the Faculty of Policy
Management of Keio University in Minato, Tokyo.

Manuel Lizardo Jr.

VP-Corporate Services
and Business Development
Lizardo joined FPIP
as its senior manager
of Corporate Planning
in February 2007,
and by May 2011,
had been
promoted
to
vice
president of
Corporate
Services.
His work

and Management Corporation is incorporated to build
and manage FPIP’s readybuilt factories (RBFs) and
other facilities
FPIP Utilities Inc. is
incorporated to distribute
domestic and industrial water
and provide wastewater treatment services

The first RBFs are constructed on a 1.4-hectare
leasable area
Receives ISO 9002:1994
certification
Chairman’s Award for

Excellence for
completing with
distinction the
2000 Environment,
Safety
and Health (ESH) Management Assessment and Rating
System (MARS)

2001-2003

Philip Morris becomes the
biggest locator with 25 hectares
Chairman’s Awards for
Excellence for completing
with distinction the 2001,
2002 and 2003 ESH MARS
Receives the Integrated
Management System Certification for ISO Standards
on Quality (900:2000),
Environment (14001:2006)
and Occupational Safety and

Victor Montinola

AVP-Finance
Montinola first joined FPIP
in 1997 after five years with
SGV; he left FPIP in 2004 for
stints in House of Investments
and Tetra Pak Philippines and
returned in 2008 to take up
his current post. As part of the
Health (18001:1999)
Awarded by Philippine Export Zone Authority (PEZA)
for exemplary projects in environment management

Burgeoning

Heeding then President
Fidel V. Ramos’ call for big
business to contribute to nation building and to help draw
foreign investors to the Philip-

Henry Co

Senior adviser
Co is the former chairman of
the Ford Group Philippines.
He also served on the American Chamber of Commerce
of the Philippines, the Export
Development Council of the
Department of Trade and
Industry, and the Employers
Confederation of the Philippines. Co holds bachelor’s and
master’s degrees in mechanical
engineering from the Tokyo
Institute of Technology and
a master’s degree in business
administration from UP.
first and only industrial park in
the Philippines to be so certified

2004

Receives Hall of Fame Award
from PEZA for Outstanding Community Projects for
2001-2003
Founder’s Award in MARS

2005

The community relations team
receives a Lopez Achievement
Award
Chairman’s Award for Excellence for undergoing the
Baldrige-based Business Assessment and Rating System

2009

Receives Investors in People
(IiP) certification, making it the

Inducted by PEZA into
the Hall of Fame, for exemplary projects in environment
management in 2003, 2006
and 2008

2010

Nestlé Philippines becomes
the biggest ever locator with
27 hectares
Full redemption of preferred
shares

2012

Records highest ever revenues

pines, the Lopez Group and
partner Sumitomo Corporation
established FPIP in 1998.
Originally covering 315 hectares, FPIP, even then, boasted
world-class infrastructure and
facilities: wide road networks,
all-underground power and
telephone cable systems, and
dedicated industrial utilities.
In just 15 years since it
opened its gates for pioneer tenant SB Flex, FPIP has grown by
a few hundred hectares and is
now home to over 70 locators. In
the past three years and a half, the
park attracted big-name locators
such as BE Aerospace (2010),
Murata and Sonion (2011), and
Canon and Brother (2012).
Today, Canon lays claim to
the distinction of being the biggest locator in terms of land area,
with 30 hectares total. Previous
record holders Nestlé Philippines and Philip Morris are close
behind with 27 hectares and 25
hectares, respectively. Having
these global product leaders in
its park has propelled FPIP to
its best year ever in 2012, with
revenues topping P2.094 billion
and net income of P1.114B.
Hearing aid manufacturer
Sonion just inaugurated its factory in early July. The Denmarkbased company carved out its
“most complex…site with all
[its] competences represented
of P2.094B and highest net
income of P1.114B in FPIP
history
Highest total land sale
with 52 hectares and land sale
revenues of P1.7B

Canon becomes the biggest locator with 30 hectares
Receives bronze level IiP
certification
Opens SanTomas Suites
Hotel

2013

Edwin CoSeteng
company president

becomes

under one roof,” according to
Sonion’s general director Niels
Ole Jeppesen, on its 11,500square meter parcel of land.
Their Philippine factory currently employs 130 people and
is looking to increase this to 800
employees, including product
and process design engineers,
by the end of 2014.
Manufacturing was reported to be one of the top
three recipients of foreign direct investments (FDIs) in the
Philippines, alongside the real
estate and financial sectors.
FDIs reached $2.8 billion in
2012, up 54% from $1.82B in
2011. The “strong expansion” of
the manufacturing sector was
also cited as one of the drivers
of the spike in the country’s
GDP in the first quarter of
2013; the increase of 7.8% was
the highest since Pres. Aquino
took office three years ago.
For its part, FPIP, through
its locators, has been able to
support the creation of around
40,000 direct jobs, in industries
as diverse as food products, motorcycles, printers, electronics,
optical reading devices, semiconductors and solar panels.
Based on a report from
Philippine Economic Zone
Authority, FPIP in 2012 exported $1.3B worth of finished
goods and $ 1.4B in 2011.

Succeeding in PH

For CoSeteng, his job simply
to help the company’s customers
succeed in the Philippines. He
took over as the third president
of FPIP from Hector Y. Dimacali, who practically steered FPIP
from its inception. CoSeteng, a
former Hong Kong expat, was
making the rounds to introduce
himself to the new locators and
just marked his 100th day in his
new post when he was interviewed by LopezLink.
The new kapamilya likens his
assignment to running a “gated
community for factories.” The
“residents”—in this case the locators— range from multinational
companies that are old hands at
setting up in a foreign country
or those who are stepping out of
their home country for the first
time who may need more assis-

tance and hand-holding.
“You want them to be successful,” he says of FPIP’s
clients. “As they succeed, they
add capacity. Maybe they might
need to buy more land, or they
may attract more suppliers to
come in because they’re at a scale
where they can justify making
investments in the Philippines.”
CoSeteng, who formally
joined the Lopez Group in
November 2011 as senior vice
president of First Philippine
Holdings Corporation, believes
the true prize for cornering a
bigger chunk of the locators’ pie
goes beyond record earnings or
more expansion for FPIP; it’s
“contributing to the country’s
continued growth and being a
catalyst for job creation.”

‘Out-of-body experience’

“For some prospective locators, seeing the country for the
first time is practically an ‘outof-body experience’ because
they never imagined it to be
such a welcoming, ideal place to
locate their business,” CoSeteng
observes. “A lot of people are
still working on very dated biases and memories of what the
Philippines was. Today, in Asia,
the Philippines is a dynamic,
progressive, and safe place to set
up and grow a business.”
The challenge then—although CoSeteng prefers to
view them as “opportunities”—
is for FPIP to be ready to dispel
these notions and prepare for
a growing influx of locators:
providing more inventory;
developing a comprehensive
menu of services; targeting and
marketing to industries most
likely to relocate to thePhilippines and by creating more
commercial activity due, in
part, to the growing needs of its
locators and their employees.
Building on the Philippines’
increasing attractiveness as
both a production site and marketplace, CoSeteng sees FPIP
welcoming more potential customers. “As it makes more business sense for locators to visit
and consider the Philippines as
a manufacturing site, we need
to give them more compelling
reasons to stay at FPIP.”

EDWIN CoSeteng, president
of First Philippine Industrial
Park (FPIP) as of April 2013,
brings to his work a wealth of
experience and the benefit of
multiple perspectives.
As former head of a Hong
Kong-based international logistics and freight forwarding
business from 2007 to 2011,
he developed a business with
operations in Bangladesh,
Cambodia, China, India, Malaysia, Pakistan, Singapore,
Thailand, the US and the UK
serving global multinationals in
the apparel, cosmetics, FMCG
(fast-moving consumer goods),
footwear, pharmaceutical, and
wine and spirit industries.
Previously he was president of
Mariwasa Manufacturing, the
country’s largest ceramic tile
manufacturer, from 1993 to
2006.
His extensive exposure to
global supply chains and manufacturing allows him to appreciate and anticipate the needs
of FPIP locators competing for
market share and driving for
operational effectiveness. He
has a deeper understanding of
how various industries in the
consumer goods and industrial
products segment manage their
respective supply chains and interact with their channel partners in serving their ultimate
customer.

Helping locators succeed

“Our mindset is: How
can we enable our customers’
growth? Business has its ebbs
and flows. There’s a time for
expansion. There’s a time for

contraction and rationalization. We want to offer a menu
of services that help our locators succeed, in line with their
strategies and specific stage in
their development. We have a
wide range of customers. Some
are multinationals with extensive experience and significant
corporate resources and fixed
systems in place, while others
are first-time locators that do
not have as much expertise or
resources. They may be suppliers to the bigger locators.
We want to understand the
main concerns of all kinds of
companies setting up business
in the Philippines and either
directly help them ourselves
or introduce them to subject
matter experts who can provide
solutions,” says CoSeteng.
By addressing the varied
needs of locators and offering a comprehensive menu
of service offerings to match,
CoSeteng believes the industrial park is headed for a deeper
and longer-lasting engagement
with existing and prospective
locators, making FPIP a haven
for manufacturers and their
workers. “The ideal is to create
a thriving city anchored on an
industrial estate. We want a city
that is seen as a good place to
work, live and play.”

Increased investor
interest

With the country’s youthful
English-speaking
workforce
and reasonable infrastructure,
as well as global corporate demand for multiple factory sites
as a means to manage risks,

CoSeteng sees increased investor interest in the Philippines.
“When I considered coming
back (from working abroad), I
wanted to contribute to a better Philippines. The vision of
FPH (First Philippine Holdings Corporation, the parent
company of FPIP) of ‘uplifting
lives through key industries and
infrastructure that advance national development’ resonated
with me,” says CoSeteng. “It
was clearly an overriding purpose and priority that came
across in my initial meetings
with the company’s senior leaders.”
He also found that the
Lopez Values, which form the
company’s basic ideology, are
already “ingrained across the
different companies within the
FPH Group at all levels.” We
have great entrepreneurial and
business skills but we are not
the kind of people who will get
ahead by taking shortcuts. Integrity is very important. It’s
nonnegotiable. It’s a given.”

coordinated in our efforts to
sustain a continuous improvement in FPIP’s competencies
and performance.”
His own message for LopezLink readers?
“We are living in a time of
great transformation and opportunity for our country. The
Lopez Group has a distinct,
unique and important role to
play in this critical juncture
of our country’s development.
We all have the ability to do
something within the Group
that is both meaningful and
significant—and to have fun
while we’re doing it.”

Interesting growth
opportunities

For FPIP, he has
chosen
‘business
excellence’ as the
next most important
value. “The country has
a lot of interesting growth opportunities and FPIP wants to
contribute and participate in
the resurgence of the manufacturing sector. This requires
hard work and being the best
at what we’re doing. We
need to be single-minded,
act as one team and be

The ‘Gabay-Aral’ scholarship program: Uplifting lives

THE development of the
community must come along
with the development of the
business. First Philippine Industrial Park (FPIP) Inc. thus
aims to share the benefits of
economic progress through
the education of young people
living in its host communities
via Gabay-Aral.
The educational scholarship program aims to financially assist underprivileged
but deserving college students
to pursue a college education;
to develop potential manpower for possible employment of
FPIP locators; to assist economically and socially vulnerable families in uplifting their
quality of life; and, to instill
positive attitudes and value for
education.

All students are required
to take up courses that will
enable them to become highly
employable in companies located in FPIP. This way, FPIP
locators also receive assistance
in finding qualified employees,
and the host communities benefit with livelihood for its residents while sustaining family
ties by eliminating migration.
Nonetheless, graduates are al-

lowed to accept opportunities
elsewhere.
Current FPIP scholars are
enrolled in state-run universities near their residences.
They receive free tuition fee, a
monthly stipend and allowance
at the start of every semester.
Gabay-Aral is also rendering counseling, guidance and
motivation to scholars. They
are regularly monitored by

FPIP staff based on performance and behaviors. Parents
are reminded of their responsibility to provide continuing
primary support.
To date, Gabay-Aral has
produced a total of 32 scholars
since the inception of the program in 2000. Many of them
are currently employed with
the park’s locators. (Marco Antonio Amurao)

The new scholars for
SY 2013-2014 with
FPIP Community
Relations officer
Marco Amurao
(seated, left) and
Association of
FPIP Locators
Inc. ComRel chair
Shivaun MiñozaAwa
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Update

KCh, TESDA launch ‘Pamilya
Masigasig’

Knowledge Channel (KCh), in partnership with the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA), recently launched its newest edutainment television series,“Pamilya
Masigasig” (see related story on this page). The event was highlighted by the signing of a memorandum of agreement (MOA)
between Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. president Rina
Lopez Bautista and Joel Villanueva, TESDA director general.
Under the MOA, KCh, through a grant from the office of Sen.
Edgardo Angara, will produce a 12-episode educational series
based on TESDA’s units of competencies in its modules on food
processing, commercial cooking, bread and pastry production,
food and beverage servicing, and horticulture. (Natalie Pardo)

KCFI president Rina Lopez Bautista and consultant Dr. Fe Hidalgo (3rd
and 4th from right) with (r-l) Vice Mayor Ruben Corpuz, Mayor Cresente
Chavez Jr., Superintendent Victor de Gracias and music trainer Gerald
Brondial

LEEP training conducted in
Guimaras

More than 200 teachers and principals from 71 schools attended the first Learning Effectively through Enhanced Pedagogies
(LEEP) training conducted by KCh at the Department of
Education-Division of Guimaras in Jordan, Guimaras. LEEP,
the brainchild of Bautista and KCFI education consultant Fe
Hidalgo, trains teachers and principals to create student-centered learning environments by familiarizing them with enhanced pedagogies and KCh’s video and interactive materials.
(N. Pardo)

Wendell, Arlene teach
livelihood skills in new series
A new TV series is set to teach
learners livelihood and entrepreneurial skills right in the comfort
of their own living rooms.
“Pamilya Masigasig,” top
billed by Wendell Ramos and
Arlene Muhlach is an edutainment television series produced
by Knowledge Channel (KCh)
and the Technical Education and Skills Development
Authority. In it, Ramos and

Muhlach portray a couple that
becomes financially stable after
learning skills that helped them
secure good-paying jobs and
even develop viable business
ventures.
“Pamilya Masigasig” is scheduled to start airing on KCh in
November. The tech-voc series
will also be uploaded on kchonline.ph, the learning website of
KCh, and installed on the KCh
On-Demand
packages
for
the
formal
and alternative
learning systems’
technology
and livelihood
subjects.
The
episodes, which
are stand-alone
resources, feature
relevant e-learning supplements.
Meet the ‘Masigasigs’: Arlene Muhlach and Wendell
Ramos with their TV daughter
(Natalie Pardo)

CSR activities

AFI, PNP launch first eco-precinct in PH
By Faizza Tanggol

THE Philippine National
Police (PNP), in partnership
with ABS-CBN Foundation
Inc.’s Kapit Bisig Para sa Ilog
Pasig (KBPIP), inaugurated the
first ecological precinct (ecoprecinct) in the Philippines on
July 25.
With the PNP’s P800,000
donation, KBPIP built the
structure near Estero de Paco
in Manila to address environmental issues and enforce applicable laws, regulations and
ordinances.
“Before, the police were just
focused on peace and order.
…Now, this is the first ecoprecinct where we are recognizing that the crimes against
the environment are a crime,
it’s something that should not
be done. That is the goal of the
eco-precinct,” said AFI managing director Gina Lopez.
In a memorandum of agreement signed in 2010, the PNP
affirmed that police officers will
be assigned to the eco-precinct.

AFI managing director Gina Lopez (3rd from right) and KBPIP project director Grace Sumalpong (leftmost) with (l-r)
MPD Director C/Supt. Isagani Genabe Jr., PRRC executive director Ronald Naguit, Police Community Relations Group
director C/Supt. Sonny David, Paco Police Community Precinct Station 5 Commander Insp. Frederico Mateo and
MPD Station 10 Commander Supt. Orlando Mirando PHOTO BY ABS-CBN FOUNDATION/FAIZZATANGGOL

KBPIP’s River Warriors will
work side by side with the
police as support in enforcing
environmental ordinances.
There are currently 67 active
River Warriors in Estero de
Paco, with 142 River Warriors
in other esteros being rehabili-

tated all over Metro Manila by
the Pasig River Rehabilitation
Commission in partnership
with KBPIP.
The PNP and KBPIP plan
to build more eco-precincts in
these rehabilitated esteros. According to Lopez, the next one

will be built near Estero de San
Miguel, behind Malacañang.
“I hope and I expect that the
inauguration here is not just an
inauguration,” Lopez said. “It’s
going to be the beginning of really good work that will happen
for the environment.”

First Gen puts up relocation site for
residents affected by power plant project
FIRST NatGas Power Corporation (FNPC) recently turned
over a house and lot to each of
the 46 families living along the
shoreline fronting its proposed
natural gas-fired power plant
project in Santa Rita, Batangas
City.
The turnover forms part of
FNPC’s San Gabriel project,
which calls for the construction
in phases of three power plants,
each with 450 megawatts,
or a total 1,350-MW capacity. FNPC is constructing the
plants next to the 1,500-MW
natural gas-fired plants of sister companies in the First Gas
group. FNPC and the First Gas
companies are wholly-owned
subsidiaries of First Gen Corporation.
To clear possible obstructions, FNPC constructed a
relocation site within the same

First Gas’ Ramon Araneta
(5th from right) and Gerald
Cajucom (rightmost) with
(from left) Ronchi Reselosa
also of First Gas; Lea Joson
of the National Housing
Authority; Loida Batalao
of the Environmental
Management Bureau office
in Batangas; Olivia Perez,
chairperson of Brgy. Santa
Rita Aplaya; Susana Nonato
also of NHA; and Reginald
Dimacuha, Batangas City
administrator

barangay for affected settlers.
The relocation site is made up
of single-detached and singlestory housing units, each with
water and electricity connections as well as toilet and bathroom with shower.
FNPC and First Gas officials, led by Ramon Araneta

and Gerald Cajucom, assisted
government officials and community leaders during the ribbon-cutting ceremony. Immediately after the ribbon cutting,
FNPC formally turned over
to the beneficiaries the keys
to their respective new homes.
( Joel Gaborni)

On DZMM’s ‘Kapamilya Konek’

Segment answers your education queries
DZMM’s
family-oriented
program, “Kapamilya Konek”
hosted by Maricel Laxa Pangilinan, features a segment called
“Itanong kay Teacher Tina”
which discusses issues related
to education.
Kristina Zamora, director
of the Nest School for Whole

Development, gives advice,
opinion and tips to parents,
students and teachers. The
most liked topics tackled on the
program include bullying, education for children with special
needs, distance learning, technical and vocational education,
and the K-12 program, which

was discussed with the help of
the Department of Education.
Post questions for Zamora
on Kapamilya Konek DZMM
on Facebook or email teachertinazamora@gmail.com. “Kapamilya Konek” airs every Sunday, 5pm to 6pm, on DZMM.
(Ana Junio)

Calendar
BAYAN Academy offers
the following certificate
training courses this month:
August 5-6, 12-13, 20,
22, 26-27: Trainors’ Training on the GEM Program
August 7-8, 15-16:
Strategic Planning and
Management
August 8-9: Team Building
August 13-14: Leadership and Management of
Change
August 22-23: The 7 Ps of
Marketing
August 28-29: Managing
the Operations Function
For rates, call Carol Arcaya at
426-3140. Bayan Academy
reserves the right to change
course dates.

Museum/Values
Ongoings

‘Trajectories’
exhibit opens
September 5

THE Lopez
Museum and
Library will
showcase a
number of
key
pieces
from its collection in the
upcoming
exhibition
Trajectories.
Works of 19th-century Filipino masters Juan Luna and Felix
Resurreccion Hidalgo will take
center stage together with works
of conservatives Juan Arellano,
Fabian de la Rosa and Fernando
Amorsolo as well as works by
modernists Victorio Edades,
Nena Saguil, Botong Francisco,
H.R. Ocampo and Fernando
Zobel, just to name a few.

Special Feature
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Pottery from the Calatagan
excavation, rare Filipiniana
books, Philippine maps dating back to the 16th century
and early colonial tipos del pais
(“types of the country”) prints
will complete the exhibition.
Trajectories will be open to the
public from September 5 to
October 31, 2013. (Paolo Arago)

Getting a
handle on art

THE Lopez Museum and
Library’s July 17 workshop, Developing Skills in Art Handling,
was attended by more than 50
students, teachers, museum and
art gallery workers, art collectors and enthusiasts.
The facilitators, Lopez Museum collections management
consultants Ricky Francisco and
Peter Natividad, demonstrated
how to handle two-dimensional
objects, as well as advanced
handling techniques for three-

dimensional objects such as
pottery, figurines and statuettes,
among others. A special presentation on handling books taught
the audience how to protect
their tomes from premature aging and spine breakage.
Due to the participants’
enthusiastic reception, the
museum will conduct a second
workshop in September. (Claude
Lanzona, Mariane Pontejos)

Virlanie wards
join final ‘Dis/
Grasya’

Grounded’s invited artist, Alma

On the shelf

‘Felix Resurreccion Hidalgo
& the Generation of 1872,’ by
Alfredo Roces

ALFREDO Roces presents the life and times
of artist Felix Resurreccion Hidalgo as well an
account of the ilustrados, the Filipino “educated class,” who triumphed in Europe in the late
19th century—exemplifying artistic, literary
and nationalist feats that remain unsurpassed
more than a century later. (Paolo Arago)
Members can now borrow Hidalgo at the Lopez Museum Library.
Call Ethel or Paolo to inquire about the membership program.
Quinto, held her fourth and
final workshop entitled Dis/
Grasya: Transforming Narratives of Pain and
Struggle
into
Power on July
20. Over 20 girls
from Virlanie
Foundation, a
nongovernment
organization
which focuses
on
children

in need of special protection,
participated in the workshop.
The girls shared their stories
with the rest of the group, made
storybooks and performed in a
talent show. (P. Arago)
The Lopez Memorial Museum
is at the ground floor, Benpres
Building, Exchange Road corner
Meralco Avenue, Pasig City. Museum days and hours are Mondays
to Saturdays, except holidays, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.

Pearl Catahan: ‘Did I make the right decision?’
By Dulce Festin-Baybay

THIRTY-FIVE years ago, Pearl
Rayos del Sol Catahan had a big
decision to make. She was comfortably working at her dream
job at SyCip, Gorres, Velayo &
Co. (SGV) the premier accounting firm in the country, when her
father, who was a former Meralco
employee, got a phone call from
his friend, the vice president for
HR of Meralco Securities Corporation (MSC), Atty. Ber Bernabe.
“He told my dad that they
were reviving the company after
the Lopezes were forced to leave
after martial law was declared in
1972. They were looking for highly qualified professional people to
man the different departments
in the organization. That was in
1978,” relates Pearl.
Bernabe knew that Pearl was
working for SGV and he was
looking for people for management information systems (MIS)
in the Comptrollership Group.
“My initial reaction was, I
did not want to even consider it
as right from the start my career
dream was to become a partner in
SGV. However, my dad requested
me to just go and see what they
have to say,” adds Pearl.

Meralco man

Pearl’s father, Trinidad Rayos
del Sol, was a 30-year-retiree of
Meralco and was its accounting
manager. He had a soft spot for
anything that had to do with
the Lopez family, even if at that
time, the family was not managing Meralco.
Trinidad taught his children
the value of integrity, hard work

explained that MSC
was being revived
through the hiring
of professional managers like himself
and the president at
that time, Eduardo
Regala, a Citibank
veteran.They wanted
her to be part of the
professional group
and offered her a
generous package.
Pearl and husband Bobby with Lopez Group
chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez during the FPH
Gabi ng Parangal

and humility. His wife, Juanita,
gave up her career as a schoolteacher after giving birth to their
third child to focus on taking
care of her family. Although
practicing different religions,
Trinidad and Juanita were both
people of great faith. Trinidad
was a devout Catholic and a
devotee of the Black Nazarene
of Quiapo while Juanita was a
Protestant affiliated with the
Iglesia Evangelica Unida de
Cristo. Religion never became an
issue in the Rayos del Sol family.
Pearl’s ever-supportive husband,
Bobby Catahan, is a B747-400
captain with Philippine Airlines.
They had one son, Robert Paulo,
who passed away at age two.
When Pearl went to the
interview with the then head of
the Comptrollership Group, Virgilio Leynes (a former partner of
Carlos Valdez and Company, another major accounting firm), he

Life-changing
decision

What
helped
Pearl arrive at her
life-changing decision was not the compensation
package but what her father
said to her.
“MSC is a Lopez company
and our family has been a beneficiary of the Lopez family values and generosity. You owe it to
them to help revive the company
they worked hard for even if
they are not with the company at
this time. I am sure the Lopezes
will be back to reclaim what was
theirs,” he had said.
Pearl initially worked for
MSC from 1978 till 1981, after
which she took up her master’s
in business management at the
Asian Institute of Management
from 1981 to 1983. She went
back to MSC, now called First
Philippine Holdings Corporation (FPH), and she has never
left. And Pearl has never regretted her having forgone her
dream of being a partner in SGV
although the company taught

her several lessons that prepared
her well for the challenging task
ahead. It also instilled in her the
values of discipline, hard work
and continuing education.

Treated like family

At FPH, Pearl saw how employees were treated like family
and in turn were happy enough
to give their best for the company. Business excellence, as
one of the values, was being
freely given out of respect and
gratefulness for then chairman
Oscar M. Lopez (OML) as she
saw how the company had the
welfare and wellness of its employees as its utmost objective.
Pearl saw that integrity was
also another value that stood
out in Lopez companies.
“I would not have worked up
to retirement with a company
whose reputation was questionable,” she says. “Transparency
and fairness in all the dealings
of the company were practiced.
Corporate social responsibility
projects were major contributors to my staying on. The Lopezes also ventured into major
developmental projects (some
of which are pioneering projects) such as power generation,
solar projects, industrial parks,
tollways in FPH, and in water,
telecommunications and cable
TV in Lopez Holdings. All
these had significant impacts on
national development.”

Giving their all

Now that she has retired,
Pearl looks back to the challenging times of FPH. She

quotes FPH president Elpidio
L. Ibañez who calls the FPH
years “seven-year cycles of seven
years’ good times, seven years of
bad times,” but “we were able
to overcome all these business
reversals by staying and working together, and giving our all
and our best,” explains Pearl.
Through all these years, Pearl
looked up to OML as her inspiration, role model and pillar of
strength. “If he can do it, we can
do it as well” was her mantra.
Added to all these was OML’s
directive for his executives and
employees to be healthy, both in
mind and body.
Pearl is grateful to chairman
emeritus OML and the Lopez
Group for a truly blessed and
fulfilled professional career. For
having been blessed abundantly,
it is now her wish to be a blessing to others as well.

Busier than ever

Thus, in retirement, Pearl
Rayos del Sol Catahan will be
busier than ever, not in the field
of accounting, but in practicing
personal social responsibility
(PSR, an FPH president Ibañez
moniker). She plans to focus
on the nutrition of preschool
children ages 0 to five, to give
them a better chance in life.
Pearl has read how children do
not fare well in school because
they were not fed well in their
first five years.
“I will start with a feeding
program at the barangay level in
Taguig, where my parents come
from. I will start with a small,



Nostalgia

Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it.
—George Santayana

August 8, 1811

The earliest newspaper in
the Philippines, Del Superior Gobierno, publishes its
first issue. It is edited by
General Miguel Fernandez
de Folguera

August 23, 1870

The Carriedo Waterworks
System is inaugurated.
Don Francisco Carriedo, a
Spanish engineer and philanthropist, is responsible
for the construction of this
early water system which
supplies water to Manila

August 29, 1896

Revolutionaries start a
general uprising against
the Spanish government;
Melchora Aquino is jailed
for aiding the Katipuneros

August 23, 1901

The USAT Thomas, with
600 American teachers on
board, arrives in Manila

August 21, 1983

Sen. Benigno “Ninoy”
Aquino Jr. is assassinated
upon his arrival at the
Manila International
Airport
Source: Mercy Servida, head
librarian, Lopez Memorial
Museum Library
manageable number of beneficiaries. I will try to develop
a template that can easily be
duplicated in other barangays all
over the Philippines. My friends,
classmates and colleagues, fellow
retirees or near retirees, would
like to use this template to start
their own projects in their own
barangays of choice.”

Teaching values

Pearl, who is known in the
Lopez Group for having an
ever-ready smile for everyone
she meets, will also focus on
teaching values to children. She
will ask the assistance of the
nuns of the Missionaries of the
Child Jesus as well as the pastors and Sunday school teachers
of Tipas Unida Church, their
local church in Taguig.
She plans to revive the real
estate family business that her
late father started and, most
important of all, she will spend
now more time with Bobby, her
“neglected” husband in the years
that she was occupied with FPH.
In her retirement message on
June 28, 2013 at Edsa ShangriLa, Pearl asked herself again the
question of 35 years ago: “Did I
make the right decision of transferring to the Lopezes?”
She immediately replied,
and in capital letters: “OF
COURSE!”
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Laughter yoga @ LPZ

The Lopez Group
conquers Clark!

LOPEZ Holdings Corporation
officers and staff members explored the benefits of laughter
yoga with Pinoy Laughter Yoga
founder Paolo Trinidad, the
country’s first certified laughter
yoga professor.
In a two-hour session, Trinidad guided participants through
the four steps of laughter yoga:
warm-up through clapping;
diaphragmatic breathing; affirmation which entails hugging
oneself; and actual laughter
that comes from the belly.
Twenty seconds of laughter is
interspersed with diaphragmatic breathing in a 10-minute
laughter yoga workout that
expends an average of 300 calories, equivalent to 30 minutes
on the treadmill.
Because the body benefits
from fake laughter as much
as it does from real laughter,
simply enunciating the syllables

“ha-he-hi-ho-hu” with a smile
counts as beneficial laughter as
long as it comes from the belly.
Trinidad challenged his
audience to resort to laughter
yoga throughout the day such
as while typing, taking phone
calls or even when on the
verge of an argument to release tension and bring down
stress levels.
“You can even do it at
home while doing the laundry

or cleaning your house. If you
laugh properly, you can add
one decade to your life,” he
said.
The laughter yoga demonstration is part of Lopez Holdings’ yearlong 20th anniversary
celebration that aims to embed
and strengthen the Lopez Values in the lives of employees,
increase engagement and make
a difference in the community.
(Carla Paras-Sison)

Take the kids to the carnival on August 10!

From top, l-r: Rockwell president Nestor J. Padilla
(foreground) and The Proscenium team get ready;
The Visionary team; Noemi Palomata of Asian Eye
never misses a walk; FPH’s Minda Miranda strikes a
pose between stretches; EDC Walk the Talkers; and
the Lopez Inc. walkers

ON July 27, 493 Lopez Group
employees and their families enjoyed the fresh air and
breathtaking views at Clark
Freeport, Pampanga, in cooperation with the Clark Tourism Office. This particular leg
of the Lopez Group Walk the
Talk (WTT) was sponsored
by Rockwell Land. The much
awaited Group-wide activity
allowed all its participants to
experience wellness while appreciating the beauty of nature.
Providing a jump start to the
day, Trini Trinidad of Whiplash
and “Miss Saigon” fame led the
Sagging eyelids, crow’s feet
and dark circles under your eyes
are just some conditions that
can make you look tired, sleepy
or worse, older!
There are many factors that
can affect the appearance of
your eyes. These include improper care, frequent rubbing
and scratching, unhealthy diet

participants in an energetic
session of Wenga, an exercise
fusing dance and aerobics exclusively developed by the Rockwell
Club. The walk covered seven
kilometers of stunning scenery
around the Clark area.
The Lopez Group companies were out in full force,
with participating companies
Rockwell Land, SkyCable,
Bayan, ABS-CBN, Asian Eye
Institute, Adtel, Energy Development Corporation, First
Balfour, First Gen/First Gas,
First Philec, First Philippine
Industrial Corporation, First

Philippine Industrial Park,
First Philec Manufacturing
Technologies
Corporation,
First Philippine Realty Corporation, Lopez Museum, Lopez
Holdings, Lopez Inc., STSI
and Third Gen.
The activity brought together employees from different fields for a memorable day
of fitness, fun and adventure in
Pampanga. This WTT activity
was the seventh for the Lopez
Group this year, making it an
unforgettable and well-loved
tradition among its employees.
(Ricca Cardinales)

sagging eyebrows and eyelids.
For the lower lids, the skin can
also bulge forward, making the
eyes look puffy. In extreme cases, the eyelid can turn outwards
or inwards, causing the lashes
to scratch the eye.

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.

experience but also a fun bonding day for the whole family.
Super sales and discounts
that go up to 70% off on baby
and kiddie essentials, educational toys, apparel, school supplies and books are just waiting
to be discovered.
Jugglers, magicians and
other performers will give the
little ones an experience worth
remembering. There will also

be food stands that serve cotton
candy, shaved ice and popcorn.
Even SpongeBob SquarePants
and Patrick Star will be there!
Don’t miss the All about
Kids bazaar organized by Working Mom. Entrance is easy—just
bring a copy of Working Mom’s
August issue, which will also
be available for purchase on the
spot, to take part in the festivities! (Cherry Pineda)
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‘Ihaw na!’
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TO say that things have changed
over at First Philippine Industrial
Park (FPIP) since the last time it
was featured in LopezLink would
be an understatement. Three years
after our visit in 2010, the scrupulously maintained economic
zone has flourished in terms of
land area (it’s bigger by more
than a hundred hectares, and still
growing), number of locators and
employees and hires. It also ended
2012 with its best financial performance ever.
FPIP this year welcomed a
new president, First Philippine
Holdings Corporation SVP Edwin CoSeteng. In this month’s
feature, he talks about his plans for the park and how he envisions
FPIP to contribute to the resurgence of the Philippine manufacturing sector.
More Rockwell communities are sprouting up all over the metro! The Alvendia in San Juan and Rockwell subsidiary Primaries’
53 Benitez in Quezon City were unveiled within months of each
other earlier this year. If you happen to be looking for a mid-rise
or low-rise starter home with the Rockwell stamp, then check out
The Alvendia’s and 53 Benitez’s features and amenities on page 2.
Walk the Talk remains one of the most enduring and popular
programs of the Lopez Lifelong Wellness team. And it’s getting
bigger too, with the June walk in Subic alone attracting more than
500 participants. That the activity is conducted in some pretty picturesque locations is just a bonus. Bonding with friends and family
and exercising make for a heady combination!
You’re in for an even more superb shopping experience with
Power Plant Mall’s latest additions as featured in our Mall Finds.
Divert the kiddos with a heavy-duty browse through a French
store packed with the most colorful, whimsical stuff while you update your wardrobe with some fresh infusions from an American
classic. But that’s only the beginning!
On our honor roll: ABS-CBN Publishing for winning at the
Asian Publishing Awards in July, and Star Cinema managing
director Malou Santos’ Communication Excellence in Organizations award from the International Association of Business Communicators Philippines. Congratulations!

LOCATORS and even tourists
have more reasons to stay inside
First Philippine Industrial Park
(FPIP) on weekends, holidays
and vacations. FPIP offers an
all-suite-standard-class hotel
to complement the industrial
park’s amenities.
Located strategically and
conveniently inside FPIP,
SanTomas Suites offers the
comfort of home, the convenience of a luxury hotel and
a friendly service atmosphere.
SanTomas Suites is designed
to cater to the growing lodg-

Asian Eye Institute’s extensive eye care services not
only focus on treatment of eye
conditions and diseases but also
include correcting deformities
around the eyes, or oculoplasty.
Asian Eye also offers Botox in-

ing needs inside the leading
private industrial park in the
country.
SanTomas Suites features 40
spacious guestrooms that blend
contemporary furnishings with

functional design, each providing comfort and luxury.
For booking and inquiries,
contact Joyce Lualhati at (043)
405-6796 to 6800 or email reservations@santomassuites.ph.

Sports & Wellness
calendar

jections to treat crow’s feet and
other visible wrinkles on the
face and around the eyes.
Call Asian Eye and ask about
their eye plastic surgery services! Lopez Group employees
and their relatives can avail of a
15% discount on all eye plastic
(oculoplastic) procedures.
For more info, call 898-2020.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

AUGUST
11: U-Race, 5K/10K
(Veterans Memorial
Medical Center, QC), 5am.
Fee: P500-P700. Contact
Dories, 0917-5215387
18: Safeguard-2XU Sole
Racing Leg 2, 21K (SM
MOA), 3am. Fee: P3,500.
Contact soleracing@runrio.
com
25: ‘Taba Ko, Takbo Ko’
UP Run, 3K/5K/10K
(UP Diliman), 5am. Fee:
P300-P700. Contact 09155771962 or 0909-3908336

Shrimp with Asian
Barbecue Sauce

GRILLING is practically a way of life for us in these islands,
so why not widen your repertoire beyond the Sprite/soy sauce/
ketchup combo? Just remember to remove and throw out the
charred portions of meat before digging in as these contain carcinogens.

Grilled Chicken with Speedy BBQ Sauce

Ingredients: 1 tbsp olive oil; 1/2 finely chopped red onion; 1/2
finely chopped green bell pepper; 1 1/2 c barbecue sauce; 4 (5ounce) skinless, boneless chicken breast halves; 1/4 tsp salt; and
1/4 tsp freshly ground black pepper
Procedure:
1. Preheat grill.
2. Warm the oil in a medium saucepan over medium-low heat.
Add the onion and green pepper; cook five minutes, stirring, until
softened. Stir in barbecue sauce. Cook for three minutes to warm
through and blend flavors, stirring often.
3. Season chicken with salt and pepper. Combine the chicken and
one cup of the sauce in a large zip-top plastic bag; flip to coat.
Marinate in the refrigerator for 10 minutes or up to two hours.
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Dear Rosie

ooOoo
I’ve read four pages of “Man in the Frame.” Will there be a part
2 or another installment? Would love to see his Meralco period
immortalized in comics form as well. Idol ko si Eugenio Lopez!—
Ben
Follow the Man in the Frame over at www.lopezsummit.com.
Thanks for reading! As for the follow-up, we’ll keep you posted.
ooOoo
Napakahusay ang pagganap ng dalawang nagbalik-Kapamilya na
sina Agot Isidro at Cherie Gil sa “Muling Buksan ang Puso.” Congrats!—Kimtasha
Thank you for appreciating ABS-CBN’s major drama offering
featuring our returning Kapamilya. We hope you’ll love the official
soundtrack as well!
ooOoo
What’s the Lopez Museum’s next exhibit?—Tommy
That would be Trajectories, opening in early September. Read more
about the exhibit on page 9.
ooOoo
Just wondering, how many Eugenio Lopezes are there? Is there a
Eugenio Lopez IV and so on? Thanks!—Van
There are three descendants bearing the name in the Eugenio Lopez line. Aside from the Lopez Group founder, who was known as
Don Eñing, there was his eldest son Eugenio Jr. or Geny, the Kapitan
of ABS-CBN; Geny’s eldest son Eugenio III or EL3, who now chairs
ABS-CBN; and EL3’s son Eugenio IV.
ooOoo
Thanks to ABS-CBN, there have been no more weekend nights
out for us ever since “The Voice” started. Congratulations on this
engrossing and exciting show! I hope you can have a contest where
you will give away tickets to the taping!—Yhang
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@
benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or
fan on Facebook.

4. Remove the chicken from the marinade; discard remaining
marinade and bag. Place the chicken on an oiled grill over medium-hot coals; cook 12 minutes, turning once. Serve chicken
with the remaining barbecue sauce.

SanTomas Suites: An executive’s haven at FPIP

Do
your eyes make you look older?
By Charizze Henson and Audrey Trinidad
and lack of sleep, exposure to
sunlight, frequent squinting
and excessive use of makeup.
However, it is aging that
commonly causes the skin
around the eyes to stretch out
and droop down, leading to

Sudoku

Employees learn to laugh their way out of stress from Pinoy Laughter Yoga
founder Paolo Trinidad

Working Mom’s All about Kids bazaar

WORKING Mom’s All about
Kids event ups the standard on
shopping for the family with
a bazaar that’s also an indoor
carnival-themed
shopping
destination that both kids and
parents will enjoy.
On August 10 at the Rockwell Tent, Working Mom will
put together a day that’s filled
with all sorts of dazzling sights,
bringing not just a shopping

Interactive

Ingredients:
Romaine
lettuce leaves; 1 1/4 lbs
large shrimp, shelled and
deveined with tail part of
shell left on if you like; 4
skewers; 1/3 c hoisin sauce;
3 tbsp ketchup; 1 1/2 tsp
fresh ginger, peeled and
grated; 1/4 tsp Chinese
five-spice powder; 2 tbsp rice vinegar; and 2 tbsp water
Procedure:
1. Lightly grease grill rack by putting oil on a folded paper towel,
holding it with tongs and rubbing it over the rack. Prepare outdoor grill for direct grilling over medium heat.
2. Arrange romaine on platter and set aside. Thread shrimp on
skewers.
3. In small bowl, stir hoisin sauce, ketchup, ginger, five-spice
powder and 1 tablespoon vinegar to make Asian barbecue sauce.
Remove 1/4 cup barbecue sauce to ramekin; stir in water and
remaining 1 tablespoon vinegar and reserve to use as dipping
sauce.
4. Brush shrimp with some barbecue sauce from bowl. Place
shrimp on hot grill rack and cook two minutes. Brush with some
sauce; turn and brush with remaining sauce and grill one to two

minutes longer or until shrimp turn opaque throughout. Serve
shrimp on skewers over romaine with reserved dipping sauce.

Grilled Mahi-Mahi & Asparagus with Lemon Butter

Ingredients: 1-1 1/4 lbs mahi-mahi, skinned if desired, cut into 4
portions; 2 bunches asparagus, trimmed; cooking spray, preferably canola oil; 1/2 tsp salt plus a pinch, divided; 1/4 tsp freshly
ground pepper; 1/8 tsp garlic powder; 2 tbsp butter; and 2 tbsp
lemon juice
Procedure:
1. Preheat grill to medium-high.
2. Place fish and asparagus on a large rimmed baking sheet and
coat both sides with cooking spray; sprinkle with 1/2 teaspoon
salt, pepper and garlic powder.
3. Oil the grill rack. Place the asparagus on one side, perpendicular to the grates; place the fish on the other side. Grill the fish,
turning once, until opaque, 3 to 5 minutes per side, depending on
thickness; grill the asparagus, turning occasionally, until lightly
charred, 5 to 7 minutes.
4. Place butter, lemon juice and the pinch of salt in a small microwave-safe bowl. Microwave on high to melt the
butter, about 25 seconds.
Drizzle each portion of fish
and asparagus with about
1 tablespoon of the lemon
butter.
(Recipes and photos from
www.delish.com,
www.
eatingwell.com and www.
health.com)
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

from ABS-CBN Publishing this August

Embracing
your
personal
style with
‘Metro’

Metro dedicates its August issue to helping you define, rediscover and embrace
your personal style. Ian Somerhalder and Nina Dobrev
lead the pack of stylish personalities Metro has gathered
together to inspire you to look and feel your best. Be on top
of the hottest trends this month: the reemergence of gray,
punk and slip dresses. We also give you a breakdown of the
five style archetypes—classic, romantic, street, experimental
and trendy—with Manila’s most stylish representing each
category.

‘FOOD’: The issue with
seafood

Indulge in a Cajun seafood boil of crabs and shrimps with
FOOD’s Seafood Issue. Get the finest dishes from all over
the world in the fabulous Solaire Resort. In Food Tour, be
amazed by Zamboanga’s diverse culinary scene. In Home
Basics, make your own sushi, know how to use a kitchen
torch and how to cook octopus and squid; plus Speculoosinspired products available in the metro.

‘Chalk’ is now a teen!

For its 13th anniversary issue, Chalk offers a cover boy you

Rockwell Power Plant Finds

can’t get enough of—Daniel Padilla! The new Look section gives the lowdown on achieving that “Great Gatsby”
look and tips on finding your style from TV host Karen
Pamintuan. In the new Love section, read up on 13 good
habits to start, the stories of eight girls who redefine beauty and 10 rules of college dating.

Of ‘Working Mom’ and
moppets

It’s all about kids in this month’s Working Mom! Find the
best toys that teach life skills, plus tips on maximizing
playtime. Your bundle of joy will love our chef-tested baby
food recipes and, if a new baby is on the way, prepare your
home with great alternatives to a nursery. This issue is also
dedicated to moms who want to find their own style in
their 30s, 40s and 50s.
Get the newest issues of your favorite magazines at leading
bookstores and magazine stands nationwide. To download, users on Android devices must download the Zinio app from the
Android Market. The app is also available through the iPad
App Store. PC and Mac users can access Zinio at zinio.com.

By Katherine Sarena Lim

An August assortment
WE’VE got a mixed bag that includes classic wearables and
accessories, party stuff and kiddie togs to prettify you and
yours this August!

Brooks Brothers

America’s Original Clothier has opened its doors
and is set to share its classic heritage in Power Plant
Mall. Founded in 1818, Brooks Brothers is an icon
not only because of its classy, ready-to-wear suits,
but also because of its influence on the American
way of dressing. Check out its The Great Gatsby
collection, a collaboration with “The Great Gatsby”
costume designer Catherine Martin. Brooks Brothers is located at the R1 Level.
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Pylones

An added splash of whimsy has
arrived at Power Plant Mall!
Located at the R2 Level (Archaeology), Pylones offers quirky yet functional
products ranging from stationery items, accessories, home décor, kitchenware and a whole
lot more. One can be certain that things will
never be boring and dull with Pylones!

Celebrations Party Central

Organizing a party can be challenging; but
now that Celebrations Party Central is open
at the R3 Level, the task is sure to be much
easier! The shop has a wide variety of party
supplies, from tableware, party decor, accessories such as party hats and sunglasses to party
loot containers. It’s definitely your one-stop shop
for party supplies!

Tarte Tatin

Situated at the R3 Level, Tarte Tatin has plenty
of adorable picks for the kids! From tutu dresses
to rock star jackets perfect for the rainy season,
you’re sure to find the perfect piece for your little
princess. What makes it better is that they also
have clothes for moms. Have a happy motherdaughter shopping day at Tarte Tatin!

‘Smurfs 2’

When Gargamel learns that Smurfette has a spell
to turn his Smurf-like creatures called Naughties
into real Smurfs, he and his creations kidnap

her. It is
up to the
Smurfs and
their
human friends
to rescue Smurfette before she
becomes part of the
Naughties. Watch “Smurfs 2” at the Power Plant Mall Cinema this
August! For inquiries, call 898-1440 to 41.

‘MaARTe’ 2013 at Rockwell

On August 23-25, from 10am to 10pm, “MaARTe” 2013 at the
Rockwell Tent will showcase 50 of the best distinct, handcrafted,
indigenous and artisanal products. The Proscenium has partnered
with “MaARTe” in the same pioneering spirit it has shown at its
conception, this time in support of small enterprises. With “MaArte”
2013, The Proscenium presents premium arts and crafts to a discerning clientele. An unforgettable showcase of rare Philippine arts and crafts,
“MaARTe” 2013 is only a glimpse into
a lifestyle of elegance and culture The
Proscenium’s residents will enjoy.

